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The McClatchy Co. on Wednesday notified journalists of the award-winning newspaper The
Kansas City Star that it will voluntarily recognize the Kansas City News Guild, a union that will
give accountability, mission-driven journalists a voice in their own workplace.
In a brief newsroom meeting held on video conference call, Mike Fannin, president and editor of
The Kansas City Star and Central Region editor for McClatchy, made the announcement to
newsroom employees.
Members of the union organizing committee asked local management several weeks ago for
voluntary recognition after an overwhelming majority of eligible staffers signed cards signaling
their desire to be represented by the Kansas City News Guild.
Those signatures came from every corner of the news operation — from sports and news
reporters to photographers and other visual journalists — and included both long-time and
recently hired employees.
The union organizing committee was prepared to file those cards with the National Labor
Relations Board to conduct an election. McClatchy’s decision to voluntarily recognize the
Kansas City News Guild means an election is no longer necessary and will allow the union to
set to work building a long and mutually beneficial relationship with the company.
The Kansas City News Guild will represent more than 40 journalists, who strive to keep their
community informed and hold government, business and other institutions accountable. The
union will make the paper better for readers by fighting for a safe, diverse and vibrant newsroom
that will be here for years to come.
The Star journalists worked to form the union to give them a voice in the future of the company
and to fight for fair wages and benefits, a newsroom that fosters and encourages professional
growth, and one whose makeup is diverse and reflects the community we serve.
The group will become a unit of The NewsGuild-CWA, the nation’s largest union for journalists
and other news industry employees.
Meet people behind the Kansas City NewsGuild:

Interviews with key leaders from The Kansas City Star newsroom staff can be arranged by
contacting or KCnewsguild@gmail.com. They also can arrange interviews with Jeff Gordon,
regional vice president of The NewsGuild.
Connect With Us
The NewsGuild organizing campaign at The Kansas City Star on Twitter at @KCNewsGuild.
About The NewsGuild-CWA:
The NewsGuild-CWA represents more than 24,000 journalists and other communications
professionals in the United States and Canada at publications and digital sites that include The
Miami Herald, the Palm Beach Post, The Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, Chicago
Sun-Times and The Indianapolis Star. Formerly known as The Newspaper Guild, the union was
founded by journalists in 1933. The Guild merged with the 600,000-member Communications
Workers of America in 1995.

